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Further Maths
How to get a 45+ (without a tutor)

by Jade L.
Jade is a recent graduate who achieved one raw 50 study score, whilst receiving a 40+ in other
subjects and an ATAR in the high 90s. She is now studying the Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
at Monash University.

Further Maths, otherwise known as Veggie Maths, people always mistake for being
an easy subject (and further being a mark down subject does not help its
reputation). However, Further actually is quite difficult, especially when you think
about the fact that the majority of kids in the state are doing the subject. But not to
fear, I’m here to give you a study guide to help you attain a 45+ study score!
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How do I study for SACs?
Firstly, you must remember whilst SACs are important, they only make up
approximately 34% of your study score. Most of your study score is made up by your
exam. So, don’t stress about SACs - they aren’t worth much. But having said this, you
should put a lot of work into your SACs because it is great preparation for the end of
the year.

‣ CLASS TIME
How you spend your classes are so important! Many people tend to muck around or
only pay attention half of the time because they see the subject as easy and they don’t
think they need to listen. Even if you think you know the information already or can
easily pick it up on your own, still pay attention. You may find some hidden tips and
tricks from your teacher.
- If classes are too easy/boring…

If you are finding the classes boring because they are too easy, then spend your
time putting together your bound reference in class. Go to the effort of making
your notes clear and pretty whilst your sitting in class. Another option is to open
the textbook and start doing the questions from whatever topic your teacher is
teaching. This is a great way to test yourself on whether you actually know the
content. My biggest piece of advice is simply to do something productive!
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- Ask Questions…

Given all the hate further maths gets for being “too easy” it may seem
embarrassing to ask for help. But having said this, if you find a concept difficult
or want some clarification on something, don’t be afraid to ask! If you aren’t
comfortable to ask a question in class, you can stay 5 minutes later after class
ends to talk to your teacher or go to their tutorials.

- Go to Tutes…

I remember people in my year were embarrassed to say they went to a teacher’s
tutorial because they were scared others would think they are dumb. But the
only way you are going to get a good mark is by asking all your questions. I found
there were never many people at my teacher’s tutorials, so I pretty much was
able to get private lessons with my teacher on a regular basis!

‣ AFTER CLASS
Obviously in class I’d take down notes but I’d always be rushing to take them down
and consequently, they wouldn’t always be as clear as I’d like. So usually what I’d do
is copy them out neatly into my bound reference (which I’ll get into later). Then I’d
do the questions in the Cambridge Further Mathematics textbook on whatever topic
we had just covered. I’d also recommend taking the quizzes on Studyclix to get
some more practice! Then all the questions I’d either get wrong or found difficult, I’d
write them up in my bound reference to consolidate my knowledge and ensure I
don’t make the same mistake again!
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- Practise Questions…

The best advice my teacher gave me was to do as many different questions as
possible! There’s no point in practising the same questions you keep getting
correct over and over again especially if you’re limited on time. If you’re getting
questions correct, move onto a different style of question and progressively
get harder and harder ones. Also, you want to make sure you are doing a large
variety of different styles of questions. Use different sources to find questions
to get some variety such as the Cambridge textbook, Checkpoints or Studyclix
quizzes. This will ensure you are prepared for whatever questions your school
throws at you in the SACs!

- Practise SACs…

Every school is different but at my school they gave us a link to all the past
SACs from the past decade so for every SAC I had plenty of practice SACs to
work with. If your school gives you past SAC papers or makes up their own
sample ones, I’d say it’s so worth doing them! It is great practice to see how
your school tends to ask questions and it will help you pick up on trends of
types of questions your school likes to ask. However, if your school does not
give you their own past SACs, finding some online is pretty simple if you just
search for it on Google as a lot of companies make their own. Before each SAC
I’d recommend doing as many practice SACs as possible and doing at least 2
under timed conditions.
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How did I make my bound reference?

As stated above, after each class I’d rewrite all my notes from the lesson and add in
any difficult questions and this would make up my bound reference. I’d do this on
blank sheets of A4 paper so then if later on in the year I found a difficult question I
wanted to add in, I could place it in the right spot with all the other notes from that
module. I liked that by writing on loose leaf I had more flexibility in terms of how many
pages I had and where I wanted to put my notes. Having said this, it was a pain to have
to rebound my notes before every SAC but it worked for me.

1. Table of Contents

2. Add Tabs

One thing I wish I had in my bound

You aren’t allowed to have papers

reference was a table of contents.

sticking out of your bound reference so

Especially as the year progressed, my

traditional tabs are a no go. However,

bound reference became bigger and it

what I did was put coloured pieces of

was harder and harder to find the set

paper in between each module so I

of notes I was looking for. I think

could have some separation. This

numbering your pages and having a

allowed me to easily flick to pages and

table of contents would have saved me

know where I needed to look.

heaps of time in SACs and the exam!
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3. How Much to Put In?

4. ‘Silly Mistake’ Reminders

A very common mistake (one which I’m

Everyone has common mistakes

guilty of) is adding too much to your bound

they seem to make. For me, I

reference. At the start of the year, I thought

sometimes forgot to put in

everything was important and even the

negative signs. These silly

questions which I found easy, I had to put

mistakes can really penalise you

into my bound reference. This, however,

in the exam. To avoid making

will lead to a messy bound reference at the

these errors, on one of the first

end of the year. You want your bound

few pages of your bound

reference to be as small as possible whilst

reference I’d write a list of all the

also containing all the information you

common mistakes you tend to

need. Obviously add all difficult questions

make. This will heighten your

into the bound reference because that’s

awareness to these mistakes and

what it’s there for but don’t add an excess.

ensure you avoid them in SACs

If you know you don’t need something,

and exams.

don’t put it in there!
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How did I study for the exam?
Both exam A and B make up a total of 66% of your study score.
‣ Mid-Year Holidays
In the middle of the year I took advantage of the holidays and did some unit 3 practice
exams made from companies. This helped me consolidate my knowledge and ensure I
had a good handle on unit 3 before starting the next two modules.
‣ Whole Year – Quick Recap
After my last SAC I spent the first couple weeks just going over all the work I’d done
throughout the year. I went through each topic, every theory and all my past mistakes I
had ever made. It’s great to do this before jumping into practice exams so you
familiarise yourself with the theories again.
‣ Practice Exams
The September holidays I pretty much just did as many practice exams as possible. I
rotated between doing one multiple choice exam and then after I’d do one short
answer exam. After I finish each practice exam, I would check my answers and any
questions I got wrong, I’d add to my bound reference.
‣ The Weekend Between the 2 Exams
I did a light revision before the short answer exam, I thought the best use of my time
was to study for my other subjects’ exams. Having said this, I went over common
mistakes I tended to make when doing practice exam B questions so I knew not to
make them again. If there were any parts in exam A that I was unsure about, I went
through them in case there was a similar question on the second exam.
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How did I manage the exam?
• Time Management:

• Order of the Exam

What I’d recommend is leaving the

I did the exam for the most part in order

most time for your weakest topic. For

of the paper except for doing finance

me, I found finance the hardest. So,

last. So, I did data analysis first,

what I did was do all the questions

matrices, networks and then finance.

regarding the other topics fairly quickly

But having said this in any of the four

(without rushing) to enable myself more

sections if there was a question that

time for finance. Throughout the exam

took me longer than 3 minutes to

if I had to spend longer than 3 minutes

answer, I’d move on and leave the

on a question, I’d come back to it at the

question to the end.

end.
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Some Final Tips
‣ Don’t Worry Too Much About SACs
Yes, obviously you should put effort into your SACs and care about your marks but
don’t let them get you down. Your SAC marks don’t matter too much because they
make up so little of your study score. They also will be adjusted based on how you do
on the exam. I have heard so many stories of people doing horrible in SACs but then
amazing on the exam and vice versa. So yes, care about your SACs because
ultimately, they are preparing you for the exams but don’t get bummed down by
them!
‣ Build a Good Working Relationship with Your Teacher
It is so important to really engage with your teacher. This will allow to have private tutes
throughout the year and ensure they are always available to help you when needs be. To
build a good relationship, all you have to do is show your teacher that you are working
hard and trying. Participate in lessons to show that you are paying attention.
‣ Study with Friends
Whilst Further isn’t a subject which is very collaborative, a great way to practice time
management is to do practice exams with a group of friends. Organise for a group of
3-4 friends to go to someone’s house or the public library and then put a timer on for
1.5 hours and do a practice exam. This will hold you accountable for sticking to the
time limit as well as allowing you to have a social life throughout VCE.
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‣ Don’t Look at Suggested Answers on VCE Discussions Space
As soon as people finish exam A, many go into Facebook and look at the suggested
answers. For some people this gives them some peace of mind but for me I’d find that
overwhelming. I did not go on Facebook after the exam and never looked at the
suggested answers. I didn’t want to psych myself out after the exam. I kind of think what
will be will be and I didn’t want any added pressure going into exam B.

‣ Practice Exam Timing
I always start the day with the short answer exam because the exam was scheduled to be
in the morning. Then, I’d do the multiple-choice exam in the afternoon because that
exam was meant to be taken then. This would allow myself to work at my optimal speed
on the days of each exam. It is very important to study at the time of day that you will be
doing the exam because your body functions differently at different times of the day. To
accustom yourself to work better at different times of the day, you need to study then.
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Best of luck in the
exam! You will be
great. J
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